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Are you ready for Armenia?
GIS Press raises the curtain for the Armenian capital market! Having been offering
investor services there for a couple of
years already, it is time to share our knowledge with our readers.

investors to the domestic market. Vahan
Stepanyan, CEO at the Central Depository of Armenia (CDA), in his interview with
GIS Press emphasizes that foreign custodians and other financial institutions are
welcome.

The small country landlocked in the Caucasus is famous of its ancient cultural heritage. It is recovering from the war with
neighboring Azerbaijan over territorial
claims in late 2020. And the pandemic,
combined with a domestic political crisis,
is not making this task any easier. On the
other hand, the government’s ambitions
in boosting the economy are high.

Meanwhile, our colleagues from the
Capital Markets are adding final touches
to their brand new Institutional Prime
Services. You should not miss the
interview with its masterminds Anton
Kenyakin, Günter Englhart and Mario
Schaffer, presenting a revolutionary approach to servicing clients.

Assisted by the IMF, the government approved a capital markets development
program last year. One of the aims is the
admission of international institutional

Kind regards,
Bettina Janoschek
Head of Global Investor Services Sales,
RM & Market Intelligence
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AT A GLANCE

ARMENIA
Recovering
from a tough
2020
Despite a good start, the Armenian
economy during 2020 was suffering
more than in some of the neighboring countries. Following a 7.6% record
breaching growth the year before, the
economy shrank by 6.8% in 2020. Inflation stayed stable at 1.2%, however,
the unemployment rate reached 18%.
According to IFC prognoses it will take
until 2023 for the economy to recover to
the level of 2019.
Last September Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan presented a long-discussed strategy called “Armenia-2050”, which establishes development targets such as the
fight against poverty, increase of real
wages or development of a knowledgebased sustainable economy. The strategy
contains 16 major objectives in manifold
areas from social, legal and economic
affairs to defense and sports. It includes
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highly ambitious economic targets such
as a twentyfold GDP growth, the creation
of at least five innovative companies with
a capitalization of USD 10 bn and of 10,000
start-ups, 1.5 mn new jobs or a sevenfold
wage increase.
The Covid-19 crisis affected Armenia as
all other countries, with the first spike appearing in summer and another rise in infections in October. In March, despite the
start of the vaccination, epidemiologists
confirmed a third infection wave.
In addition to the difficulties related to
the pandemic, 2020 came with major geopolitical and political turbulences, which
resulted in the announcement of extraordinary Parliament elections in June 2021
and changes to the electoral codex.
Market benefits from pension reform
Under such challenging macroeconomic and political conditions, the securities market demonstrated remarkable
strength. Counted in USD – the Armenian
dram depreciated by 9% against the US
dollar in 2020 – it was even growing. Trading volumes on the Armenia Securities
Exchange (AMX) surged in most asset classes: government bond trading rose by 30%
year-on-year, corporate bonds turnover
by 6%, and REPO trades even doubled. The
increase in the nominal value of corporate
bonds was 90% and of government bonds
35% (in USD terms). As a highlight, the first
ever green bond was issued in November
on the Armenian market. In contrast, equity market capitalization retreated by 11%.

What was behind all this stark volume
increase in the bond market? A pension
reform launched back in July 2018 altered
the situation significantly. All employees
born after 1973 are obliged to pay 5-10% of
their salary into accredited private pension
funds. On top of that, the government also
contributes to these employees’ pension
accounts. In 2020 the NAV of the pension
system reached USD 755 mn, which is a
growth of no less than 47% year-on-year.
Warsaw may acquire AMX
Half a year ago, the Warsaw Stock Exchange signed a non-binding term sheet
with the Central Bank of Armenia (CBA) on
negotiations for the acquisition of 65% of
AMX’s shares.
And the securities market infrastructure –
AMX and the Central Depository of Armenia (CDA) – is improving. Lately, it was enriched by several new products such as a
new government bond auction platform,
cross-listing on Moscow Exchange (MOEX)
and a fund registration platform.
Despite all heavy outcomes from the crisis, the rating agencies confirm that CBA
supports an adequate monetary policy
and that the banking system is stable.
The government is committed to undertaking structural reforms, promoting export and attracting foreign investment at
a large scale to spur growth.
Evgenia Klimova
Head of GIS Russia
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Open for international cooperation
Vahan Stepanyan, CEO at the Central Depository of Armenia (CDA), spoke with GIS Press about the developments
on the securities market and the proven stability of the financial system.

Mr. Stepanyan, how has the CDA
evolved over the past few years?
In the past ten years the Central Depository has taken a ceaseless path of development. To start with, we introduced
Percival's Depend software, a new system
of securities registration and settlement,
which came with a complete change of the
depository model. In essence, the corporate securities multi-registry keeper model
was replaced by a unified model, intermediated by Account Operators – banks and
investment companies – conducting intermediation via their branches. As a result,
the Central Depository of Armenia, having
no branches at all, accessed more than
400 front-desks.
Moreover, since 2014 the CDA conducts the
registry keeping of funded pension participants and the custody of pension system
assets.
We expanded our international links joining Swift, becoming a member of the
Association of Eurasian Central Securities
Depositories and of the Association of National Numbering Agencies. We successfully partner with Clearstream Banking
Luxembourg and the National Settlement
Depository in Moscow. Additionally, we value our excellent cooperation with the central depositories of Belarus, Ukraine and
Kazakhstan.
Raiffeisen Bank opened a securities
nominee account in Yerevan in 2017.
This measure, for sure, expanded the geography and opportunities of potential investors in the Armenian capital market.
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Due to its compliance with quality and security standards, two years ago the CDA
successfully obtained the international
ISO 9001:2015 and ISO/IEC 27001:2013 certificates.
Moreover, adhering to its risk management
principles incepted since 2008, the CDA
now complies with IOSCO, the Enterprise
Risk Management model and ISO31000.
How did the CDA survive 2020, the
year of the pandemic?
Last year was full of challenges for the
whole world, and the CDA was no exception. At the same time, considering the ISO
standards and our risk management policy, we were prepared with an effective
business continuity policy in place. Accordingly, each employee was aware of their
responsibilities in case of force majeure. To
highlight our employees’ contribution, we
can state that all of them performed their
tasks perfectly well.
I would like to mention that the Central
Depository is constantly improving and
testing its business continuity plan, so the
services provided to our customers have a
high level of security.
To what extent was the financial
market affected as a whole?
The financial system, despite the problems
and challenges, not only remained stable
but also matured and showed its readiness for further development. I rate this as
a result of the joint efforts of market participants and the proficient regulation of
the Central Bank of Armenia.

Can you give us a brief outline of the
market?
The Armenian capital market is regulated
by the Central Bank. There is one Stock
Exchange and a Central Depository, whose partners and members are investment
companies and banks.
One of the advantages of our market is the
funded pension system, the NAV of which
reaches USD 755 mn, surpassing the 2019
mark by 47%.
Last year the secondary market was actually quite active. However, the average
annual growth of the secondary market
has been about 26% in the recent years
already.
I should also mention that in 2020, the volume of assets held by foreign custodians has
increased to USD 255 mn. The number of accounts opened in CDA, the number of transfers and the volume of placement have also
risen. The volume of total assets held in CDA
as of February 2021 was over USD 4.7 bn.
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Which projects are you currently
working on?
During the pandemic last year, we started
looking for opportunities that would allow
our investors to do business without leaving their homes. As a result, we created
the CDA Online web and mobile application, which allows to access CDA online and
directly contact the Account Operators,
watch the securities in the account, make
transfers and pay for the services.
Moreover, we have increased the possibility of electronic voting and made the pension balance transparent. Thus, any investor
accessing the application can make all the
transactions, check the deposit account,
participate and vote online during the annual meetings, and in case of additional
questions, contact their account operator
via chat. The introduction of e-voting opportunities in general meetings is a novelty
for our region in general, we believe that
it will be in great demand among our local
and foreign investors.
And we have many more plans, the pivotal element of which is to create a centralized system of government bonds under
the management of the CDA, essentially
to take over the complete function of administering funds. In the future, we plan
to introduce tri-party repo transactions,
settlement services, as we work on Central
Counterparty availability.

The experience with international organizations and associations shows that the
exchange of knowledge and technological
capabilities with other depositories, financial institutions and institutions is mutually
beneficial.
The CDA is open for new cooperations and
ready to present the attractiveness of our
market and technological opportunities to
interested financial institutions and investors!

FEAS held high level conference on Armenia
The Federation of Euro-Asian Stock Exchanges (FEAS), alongside with its members
Armenia Securities Exchange and Central Depository of Armenia, held the “Meet
the Market with FEAS | Securities Market of Armenia” virtual event in March. It was
the first time that FEAS featured Armenia in an event.
The one-day online event gathered more than 140 participants from around the
world, representing Investment Banks, Stock Exchanges, Brokerage Firms, Asset
Managers, Funds, International Corporations, as well as local Market Participants,
Issuers and Representatives of the Ministry of Finance.
Hayk Yeganyan, CEO of the Armenia Securities Exchange (AMX), emphasized that
despite the challenges of 2020, AMX and the capital market of Armenia have recorded the best performance year in history, especially in the fields of Government
securities primary and secondary markets, and thanks to new equity listings to the
market.
AMX is the only regulated securities market operator in Armenia. It also owns the
Central Depository of Armenia.

Have the CDA and the market
infrastructure succeeded in luring
international players to the market?
The CDA appreciates the cooperation with
foreign custodians and other financial institutions, since such connections allow our
investors to access foreign markets and
vice versa.
Thanks to the introduction of the funded
pension system, we are cooperating with
pension fund managers Amundi-Acba Asset Management and C-Quadrat Ampega
Asset Management Armenia.
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Prime example
With its new Institutional Prime Services (IPS), RBI bids goodbye to silos for good. Instead, clients get a full range of primebrokerage services via instant direct access. Reduction of risk and operational optimization are welcome side effects for
clients, as GIS Press found out in its talk with IPS’s three masterminds, Anton Kenyaykin, Product Owner of Institutional Prime
Services, Günter Englhart, Head of Electronic Sales Trading at RBI, and Mario Schaffer, Head of Exchange Traded Derivatives.

Anton Kenyaykin

Günter Englhart

Mario Schaffer

In a nutshell, how would you describe
the new Institutional Prime Services?
Anton Kenyakin: IPS is a bundle of services built around the idea of maximizing
client experience by offering them a full
range of services related to the brokerage
and execution agency business as well as
to auxiliary services facilitating the access. It encompasses brokerage access for
clients to exchanges, regulated markets,
organized OTC trading venues or other types of trading organizers. The new service
covers multiple asset classes such as equities, bonds, foreign exchange in the form
of cash, derivatives or repos.

ces. Other add-ons include connectivity,
collateral management, best execution
algorithms, unified cross-asset margining, securities lending, clearing or cash
services and definitely our competitive IT
solutions.
The idea is to create a holistic, unified point
of access for institutional clients of RBI.

Anton Kenyakin: The beauty of the new
thinking is that our Prime Services value
chain appears as one business before
our clients, a real one-stop-shop solution.
We are the infrastructure provider that
allows clients to have all the necessary
tools, instruments and services for trading in many markets in one place and
instantly available.

You decided not to name the product
Prime Brokerage Services, as banks
typically would. Why?
Anton Kenyakin: Because it is much more
than that. We follow a cross-asset approach that even has related services in
mind, among them Global Investor ServiGIS Press | March 2021

What is the novelty about Institutional Prime Services?
Günter Englhart: Until recently we operated in silos, meaning that each product
line had to manage the whole product
cycle on its own. And I admit that - from
a bank’s point of view - this made sense
in many cases. But if you put yourself into
your client’s shoes, things look quite different. And so, we decided to move a step
further and enable our clients to receive
everything that has to do with brokerage
out of one hand.

Which type of clients are you aiming
at?
Anton Kenyakin: In the beginning we target Institutional Clients - such as banks,
broker-dealers, asset managers, funds,
hedge funds, proprietary trading houses,
insurance companies, high-frequency
traders or family offices. They will profit
from the elaborate IT connectivity environment we are offering. That being said,
there may be interesting synergies for retail clients at a later stage.
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Due to this new approach opened up by
Institutional Prime Services, our current
and future prime-brokerage clients will
benefit from a holistic relationship management, a boost in operational efficiency, settlement, collateral management
as well as risk allocation optimization.
Moreover, we expect stronger synergies
across multiple RBI business lines.
This unified offering bears a lot of potential, and we can already see a high
interest in the market. Our vision is to be
the most recommended European based
prime-brokerage hub, given many top
leading Institutional Clients have already
chosen RBI as their prime-broker for European and main emerging markets.
What does it mean to be a client of a
unified service provider?
Anton Kenyakin: We are driven by the
idea that the whole is greater than the
sum of the parts. The tangible advantages our clients will enjoy include an easier
settlement of margin calls across legal
entities, summarized risk exposures in
one place and an efficient, comprehensive client relationship for all brokerage
products.
But we also have a response to ever fiercer regulation regarding capital requirements and liquidity. Working with one
single provider rather than with multiple
counterparties helps our clients economize in this respect.
Mario Schaffer: We are proud to have
taken the right steps already last year
and despite the very challenging circumstances we are on track. Having managed to change the way we work and look
at things, we shifted from an individual
profit center view to an aligned and joint
team approach. This was enormously helpful when analyzing potential processes
and system enhancements in our effort
to further improve our IT-systems. Our
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journey will be a continuous development
with permanent improvements on both
the technical and the product side, thus
significantly upgrading our client service.
How will clients obtain the direct
access?
Günter Englhart: A client can be onboarded for IPS at any given bank within the
Raiffeisen Bank International network,
which is a feature that truly sets us apart.
And the advantage of being one combined profit center works both ways because it cancels in-house competition at
the same time.
Since when has the IPS been up and
running?
Günter Englhart: We have already been
operating as IPS since last year. However, our plan is to upgrade it with some
additional product features and finalize
some necessary developments we have
identified under way until early next year.
As far as geographies are concerned, we
already offer access to multiple markets.
Of course, we have a focus on our home
markets in Austria and Central and Eastern Europe with Russia as the biggest
market.
It all started in Russia, it seems.
Anton Kenyakin: In fact, there has always
been good cooperation among related
departments at Raiffeisenbank Russia,
for example with GIS and with RBI in general. But there were only few joint efforts
with our colleagues in Vienna due to the
natural limits of the different legal entities. Still, we managed to set up a direct
access to the Russian market via Raiffeisen Centrobank three years ago and built
a one-stop-shop prime-brokerage service
provider on the base of Raiffeisenbank
Russia offering direct brokerage access
to all asset classes on Moscow Exchange.
This successful prototype served as a
foundation for the IPS that operates on a
group level.

What were the major learnings on
your development journey?
Günter Englhart: Interestingly, our activities revealed that certain products did
not fit together, which is something that
we want to avoid under all circumstances. As a result, we are adapting product
developments to make sure that our offer
suits out clients’ demands, especially for
those who use several products at once.
This clearly marks a paradigm change.
I would like to point out that we stepped
upon an agile structure in realizing the IPS,
which is quite unique within the Raiffeisen
banking organization for a project of this
scale. Although we have some 30 people
from various entities on board, covering
different tasks from development via IT
to sales, we have one great team. All of
them with the same KPIs of course. Thus,
apart from collaborating with the best,
we also get access to a variety of sources.
It has turned out that working in an agile way revealed new ways of looking at
problems. The ability to speak openly in
a neutral space has been crucial for our
achievements.

How will GIS clients take notice of the
improved brokerage services?
Anton Kenyakin: With our holistic approach that includes custody and settlement as very important services which
usually go together with brokerage and
executions business, we want to position
ourselves as a unified service provider before our clients.
We trust that clients will have an even
more positive perception of our services
and a greater experience with our new Institutional Prime Services approach.
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Mensur Hodžic, Head of GIS Croatia

CROATIA

Croatian and Albanian regulators to cooperate
The Croatian Financial Services Supervisory Agency (CFSSA) and the Albanian Financial Supervisory Authority (AFSA)
have concluded a Memorandum of Understanding on data
exchange and cooperation between the two regulators.
It describes the exchange of information necessary to carry
out procedures under the competence of the signatories, including supervision and licensing of their supervised entities.
Unlike the previous agreement that was limited to the capital
market, this document also covers the insurance market and the capitalized pension
savings market.
Both regulators undertake to provide information at the request of the other party,
provided that such information is necessary for carrying out supervisory and other
procedures by the other regulator. The MoU also regulates the issue of the use and
protection of personal data.

Our view

SLOVENIA

This cooperation removes obstacles and facilitates cross-border investments and business operations. Moreover it represents an additional

Spotlight news
NM: Bell for gender equality
The Macedonian Stock Exchange
took part in the global initiative
"Ring the Bell for Gender Equality"
and for the first time joined hundreds of stock exchanges across
the globe in a symbolic ringing of
the stock exchange bell on International Women's Day.
MSE data revealed that in the
management bodies of all listed
companies women participate
with 24%, and in 15% they hold
the top management positions.
71% of the companies run by female directors make profits. The
opening bell on 8 March was rung
by Nora Aliti, President of the Securities and Exchange Commission, and Ivan Shteriev, CEO of the
Macedonian Stock Exchange.

progress in positioning Croatia as an active participant in further European
integration.

Mensur Hodžic,
ˇ ˇ Head of GIS Croatia

SLOVENIA

By joining this global initiative,
awareness has risen for the key
role of the private sector in promoting gender equality as a global goal for sustainable development.

KDD launches digital ownership
management platform
The Slovene Central Securities Clearing Corporation (KDD), in partnership with fintech
company Securities Grid launched the digital ownership management platform KDD
Digital, which is powered by distributed ledger technology (DLT).
KDD Digital equips CFOs, accountants and board secretaries with powerful solutions
enabling them to
• securely access their share register and monitor changes to the registry via
secondary market transactions
• exchange data with KDD when issuing and distributing new securities
• communicate with their shareholders electronically, facilitating and organizing
annual general meetings and distributing information via a private and equitable
communication channel
• execute corporate actions with a special focus on dividend payment
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• streamline transactions and operations for shares with built-in pre-emption rights
and transfer restrictions that require board approval, cutting complexity and costs
for corporate and SME equity issuers
• manage internal buy and sell information exchange, enabling buyers and sellers of
securities to connect and trade shares via KDD system members.

Our view
With this new platform, KDD will be able to provide quicker and easier
access to a whole range of its services.
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Spotlight news
RS: Economy recovering
The National Bank of Serbia keeps
the key policy rate at 1%, after it
was cut in December by 25 basis
points. The central bank stated
that the available monthly indicators, primarily industrial production and retail trade (which rose
by 2.5% and 3.2% y-o-y in January), suggest that the economy
continued to recover in early 2021.
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Capitalist banking tradition
in the Caucasus
The development of the financial market in modern Armenia began in the difficult period of the formation of a
new national statehood in 1991 after the break-up of the Soviet Union. Two years later, the collapse of the “ruble
zone” and the introduction of the national currency marked the final breakaway from the financial system of the
former union state.

Right from the beginning, Armenia opted
to be a market economy. However, this
bold decision in the early 1990s created a
deep gap between the new economic
motivation of people and the old structures with a legal system inherited from the
planned economy.
As far as the development of the financial
market in those early years was concerned,
these problems became manifest in an
"explosive" founding of commercial banks.
In 1994, their number was 55, but within
three years almost the same number were
insolvent, while new ones appeared. In 1997
the number of operating banks decreased
to 31. It is worth noticing that at that time
the banking system was hardly connected
with the real economy.

It took time to elaborate a new legal
framework with the aim to introduce
banking regulation and an effective system of law enforcement. For the financial
market, the first fundamental legal acts
were the law "On the Central Bank of the
Republic of Armenia" as of 1996 and the
law "On banks and banking activities" adopted in the same year.
These initial developments in structuring
banking services were a first step towards a consolidation policy. To this end,
the increase of capital requirements of
banks was the decisive instrument.
Armenians spread across the globe
The diaspora of its population is of significant importance for Armenia. As it includes prominent and affluent busines-

speople, the diaspora always actively
participates in the development of the
Armenian economy. Thus, the main source of the additional capitalization of
banks in 2009 was investments from abroad, including from diaspora representatives.
An increase in capital requirements since
2009 contributed to stabilizing the number of banks. As of now there are 21.
The Armenian banking system is entirely
private, the state does not own shares in
a single bank. A common feature of the
financial industry, though, is the significant role of foreign money in its equity
capital. Co-owners of individual banks include HSBC Bank, Credit Agricole or EBRD,
to name just a few.
Banks in Armenia are subject to strict and
proactive supervision and regulation. The
consolidation of the functions of regulation and supervision in the financial market under the roof of the Central Bank
took place back in 2006.
Lyudmila Anufrieva

Network Manager, GIS Russia
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Solid career in custody
Eva Gatterwe, Product Manager Custody, provides an insight into her profession.

Where did you start your professional
career?
After graduation from college I started
working at a commercial firm in Budapest, where after a few months I became
Executive Assistant to the CEO. At the age
of 23, with barely any experience, this
was a huge challenge for me but at the
same time the best lesson one can imagine. On the one hand I gained insight on
how a company is run and how high-level
decisions are taken, on the other hand I
learned a lot about discipline, pro-activity, and fast delivery at the highest possible quality.
When it was time for a career change, it
was by pure coincidence that I started
working in the custody area of a bank. I
had no idea what custody was, and banks
anyway were a big mystery to me. But as
a daughter of a diplomat, I was used to
and wanted to be in a multinational,
quickly changing environment and to be
able to use my language skills as much as
possible.
A job at Bank Austria Creditanstalt’s Custody Department promised just that, so I
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gave it a try and today, after nearly 23
years, I am still in this very business. After
having worked in client servicing areas
from settlements through asset servicing
and finally 20 years in client relationship
management, the beginning of 2020
brought a bigger change and I moved on
to Custody Product Management.
What do you like about your job with
Raiffeisen Bank International?
The ever-changing environment in the CEE
region, legal reforms and new requirements, the changes in expectations towards custodians but also the consequent
adaptations of our internal processes can
be a real challenge. Working together with
our operational experts, the Custody Product Team and IT to be able to comply
with these requirements and finding solutions for our clients is a truly exciting part
of my job.
I enjoy being involved in projects that aim
to provide our clients on-line solutions
such as the GIG Market Information section, where we deliver detailed information on the CEE markets or the eSAO (electronic Securities Account Opening), where

we are currently building a securities account opening tool. Both aim to offer our
clients faster interaction and quick access
to information.
Which challenges ahead do you see for
Global Investor Services?
Although personal contact and servicing
of our clients remains a key aspect of our
business, there is an increasing need for
immediate access to information at any
point of time. Therefore, we need to build
on-line tools to satisfy such needs, allowing our clients to self-service. I believe
with GIG and the upcoming eSAO – to
name some examples – we are on the
right track.
How do you spend your spare time?
I like to travel, but last year I had to cancel
all my plans and was confined to my home
for most of the year. Luckily, I have a small
garden through which I discovered the
joys of gardening. Other than that, I mainly read. I am particularly interested in history and how people lived in the past.
Would you tell us about your
hometown, please?
The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy no longer exists, but Vienna is still as magnificent as I imagine it at the time it was the
center of this empire. Some parts of the
city have not really changed in the past
200 years and I rejoice in seeing history in
buildings, cobble-stoned streets or old
(partly still existing) shops. So it is not very
surprising that my favorite place in Vienna, the Palace of Schönbrunn, respresents
the past in a unique way. Schönbrunn used
to be the summer palace of the Habsburgs. Today it is open to the public and its
beautiful gardens offer wonderful walks.
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